An ultraminiature light source using a double-spiral shaped tungsten filament includes end contact portions which are separated to allow for radial and length-wise unwinding of the spiral. The double-spiral filament is spaced relatively far apart at the end portions thereof so that contact between portions of the filament upon expansion is avoided. The light source is made by fabricating a double-spiral ultraminiature tungsten filament from tungsten foil and housing the filament in a ceramic package having a reflective bottom and a well wherein the filament is suspended. A vacuum furnace brazing process attaches the filament to contacts of the ceramic package. Finally, a cover with a transparent window is attached onto the top of the ceramic package by solder reflow in a second vacuum furnace process to form a complete hermetically sealed package.
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FIG. 1 (PRIOR ART)
FIG. 3C
FIG. 5
FIG. 8

FABRICATING A DOUBLE-SPIRAL ULTRAMINATURE TUNGSTEN FILAMENT FROM TUNGSTEN FOIL

APPLYING SOLDER PREFORM TO THE PERIMETER OF A LID HAVING A TRANSPARENT PORTION

PLACING BRAZE PREFORM OVER TWO METAL CONTACTS OF A SUITABLE CHIP CARRIER PACKAGE

NICKING THE SOLDER PREFORM TO CREATE A DISCONTINUITY THEREIN

POSITIONING END CONTACTS OF THE TUNGSTEN FILAMENT INTO ENGAGEMENT WITH THE BRAZE PREFORM COVERING THE CONTACTS OF THE CHIP CARRIER PACKAGE

APPLYING THE LID HAVING A TRANSPARENT PORTION AND HAVING A SOLDER PREFORM TACK WELDED OVER THE PERIMETER OF THE LID TO THE CHIP CARRIER PACKAGE, THE CHIP CARRIER INCLUDES AN UPPER LIP HAVING A GOLD PLATING WHICH RESIDES OVER A NICKEL PLATING

PLACING THE CHIP CARRIER PACKAGE WITH THE FILAMENT POSITIONED THEREIN INTO A VACUUM FURNACE, THE CHIP CARRIER PACKAGE HAVING A BASE PLATED WITH A MATERIAL SELECTED FROM THE GROUP OF REFLECTIVE REFRACTORY METAL, REFRACTORY CERAMIC CARBIDE, BORIDE, AND NITRIDE

HOLDING THE LID WITH THE SOLDER AFFIXED THERETO INTO ENGAGEMENT WITH THE CHIP CARRIER PACKAGE

HEATING, UNDER DESIRED VACUUM, THE CHIP CARRIER PACKAGE, THE TUNGSTEN FILAMENT, AND THE BRAZE PREFORM AT APPROXIMATELY 800°C

PLACING THE CHIP CARRIER PACKAGE WITH THE LID HELD IN PLACE INTO THE FURNACE UNDER DESIRED VACUUM

HEATING, UNDER DESIRED VACUUM, THE CHIP PACKAGE TO THE EUTECTIC TEMPERATURE OF SOLDER TO REMELT AND REFLOW THE SOLDER TO SEAL THE CHIP CARRIER PACKAGE UNDER THE DESIRED VACUUM

COOLING THE CHIP CARRIER PACKAGE, THE TUNGSTEN FILAMENT, AND THE BRAZING WHILE INCREASING PRESSURE TO ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE
FIG. 10
ULTRAMINIATURE BROADBAND LIGHT SOURCE AND METHOD OF MANUFACTURING SAME

ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION

The invention described herein was made by an employee of the United States Government, and may be manufactured and used by the government for government purposes without the payment of any royalties therein and therefor. The invention was made under contract between the United States Government and employees of other entities and as such the United States Government has certain rights in this invention.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The invention is in the field of broadband incandescent light sources which may be used for the calibration of spectrometers and for powering optical sensors.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The invention is in the field of broadband light sources used to calibrate spectrometers or supply light to other optical instruments for powering them or for other calibration and measurement purposes. Spectrometers are instruments which are used to determine spectral information about objects which indicate to scientists and engineers qualitative and quantitative information about the objects. Light emitting objects (which may include planets and samples from planets) emit light in the form of photons when excited by an energy source. Light in the form of photons is emitted when electrons of an object change states in distinct energy levels according to quantum theory. It is this emission which scientists and engineers sense with a spectrometer to evaluate and correlate measurements of the spectrometer with known spectral information about elements to infer the constituency of the object. The light emitting source or object may be a planet or it may be a sample taken from a planet and analyzed in a laboratory type environment on-board a space ship.

Spectrometers have been known for some time but those in use today are highly specialized and designed to process and measure electromagnetic radiation over a certain band of frequencies. Crude spectrometers can be made at home from cereal boxes with slits in them which admit light in a certain region of the visible spectrum to a compact disk placed at an angle with respect to the incoming light which is then reflected in spectra which can be viewed and used to infer the chemical make-up of the atmosphere. Spectrometers used on board spaceships are very sophisticated instruments and include complex calibratable gratings and electronics to accept and process light from planets and samples from planets in determining the elemental composition of an object. Spectrometers analyze the excitation of objects which have been excited by a light source.

Military use of spectrometers is prevalent to identify discontinuities in the surface of our own planet to infer that which is not normal for a specific location thus identifying weapons and equipment.

Electromagnetic radiation is denoted as such because it includes electric fields and magnetic fields which are propagated by the source of the radiation. The general equation of frequency times wavelength=speed of light governs all electromagnetic radiation such that the higher the frequency the shorter the wavelength and vice versa.

The spectrometers which can be used with the broadband light source of the instant invention are designed to view the entire visible light spectrum. White light sources are used to calibrate spectrometers in the visible range. It is desirable, therefore, to have an output source which spans past the visible light spectrum. The visible light range includes red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo and violet. Some recent commentaries are now indicating that indigo should possibly not be included as a separate color as it is a combination of other colors.

A broadband white light source includes all components of the visible spectrum as demonstrated by early scientists such as Newton wherein white light coming from the sun was broken down into its several components with the use of a prism.

U.S. Pat. No. 6,796,866 which has one inventor in common with the instant application is incorporated herein by reference. FIG. 1 is a schematic 100 of the prior art device illustrated in U.S. Pat. No. 6,796,866. There are three silicon layers 108, 106, 102 disclosed in the '866 patent. The silicon substrate 202 includes a top nitride layer 204, a bottom nitride layer 206, and a cavity 208 which allows for the transmission of light to the window 104. The silicon substrate 106 is a middle filament mount layer having a top nitride layer 214 and a bottom nitride layer 216. The silicon substrate layer 108 includes a reflective top layer 242. The spiral filament 220 is bridged across an aperture 218 in the middle substrate 106.

Contacts 220 of the filament communicate with electrical leads 222 which in turn communicate with wire bond pad 210 and wire bond lead 240.

The '866 patent discloses a MEMS based package which employs Ti/Pt/Au bonding rings 230, 232, 250, 252 to bond the bottom layer 108 to the middle layer 106 and the middle layer 106 to the top layer 102. The bonding rings are deposited on the Si semiconductors in a facing relationship. Insulation 234 is interposed between the nitride 214 and the contact pads 232 to prevent electrical shorting between electrical leads 222 and conductive bonding rings 232.

The bottom layer 108, the middle layer 106 (silicon substrate 212), and the top layer 102 are bonded together. The reflective surface 242 contributes to the radiation of light through transmission window 104 in the top nitride layer 204 of the top layer 102.

FIG. 2 is a schematic 200 of the prior art device illustrated in U.S. Pat. No. 6,796,866. The end contact portions 220 are connected to electrical leads 222, 236 according to the specification of the '866 patent. It will be noticed that the spacing between the double-spirals is constant between the end portions 220 and an intermediate portion 291 all the way to the central portion 292. The language of a double-spiral, intermediate portion 291 and the central portion 292 does not appear in the '866 patent and are not extracted therefrom. It has been discovered that when the filament of the '866 patent is heated from the joule heating caused by the flow of current therethrough, the filament 200 expands radially and it also expands lengthwise.

Actual mechanical and electrical contact may result in partial shorting of a portion of a turn of the spiral. If the turns are too close together this can happen due to some distortion of the spiral during operation or due to vibration. In an earlier design in which the space between turns was everywhere constant, the shorting tended to occur near the outer part of the spiral where distortion appeared to be most severe.

The filament has constant thickness. The width of the filament varies along its length as wider tabs (end contacts) and less wide outer windings and still less wide inner windings. The thermal expansion of the material differs based on joule heating which varies with the voltage applied and with the resistance (determined by cross-sectional area) of the particular part of the filament. The end contacts of the filament are
wider than the windings of the filament so the end contacts or tabs have a larger cross-sectional area than the windings and so have a lower resistance than the windings and so have less joule heating for a particular operating voltage than the windings. Since both the end contacts and outer windings are wider than the inner windings, both the end contacts and outer windings run cooler than the inner windings for a particular operating voltage. The cooler metal expands less and is less flexible than the warmer inner windings. The inner windings expand along their length, following the curve out. As the inner windings tend to de-coil or unwind, their length increases and they may eventually collide with the more stationary cooler outer windings producing an electrical short path.

FIG. 2A is a schematic 200A of the prior art device illustrated in U.S. Pat. No. 6,796,866 with the tungsten coil thereof illustrated in the process of unwinding. Reference numerals 250A, 2611, 262A, and 263A indicate the general location where the first and second spirals interengage each other upon heating thereof. In FIG. 2, reference numerals 260, 261, 262, and 263 indicate gaps between the windings of the spirals. When the first and second spirals are heated they expand and engage as indicated by reference numerals 260A, 261A, 262A and 263A as illustrated in FIG. 2A.

The shortened path then has lower resistance and draws even more current which increases the evaporation rate of the filament which decreases the lifetime because the filament narrows further until it gets to a point where it melts and opens the circuit creating an open circuit path. Although the light source of the '866 patent is a very efficient broadband light source its assembly is somewhat complicated and involves the deposition of the Ti/Pd/Au bonding rings on the top, middle and bottom layers and subsequent processing under vacuum or in an inert atmosphere at or near atmospheric pressure in a thermal compression binder to assemble the device together.

U.S. Pat. No. 5,977,707 to Koenig discloses a planar spiral made from tungsten as illustrated in FIG. 7 thereof but the remaining claimed structure and processes are not found or suggested by the reference. U.S. Pat. No. 3,604,971 to Tracy discloses a filament mounting structure for a display device which includes a plurality of helical filaments to form a display but fails to disclose a single planar double spiral as claimed. Therefore, it is desirable to have an ultraminiature light source which does not short out due to thermal expansion and vibrations of the filament and which is efficiently packaged.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

An ultraminiature light source comprises a ceramic base and a generally planar double-spiral shaped tungsten filament suspended within the ceramic base. The ceramic base may be a glass or glass ceramic. A lid which is partially transparent is placed over the ceramic base. The lid may also be coated with dielectric material to selectively transfer specific radiation bands that are selective to the application. The ceramic enclosure or base includes a reflective bottom, a ledge, and a raised perimeter having a metallic surface. The ledge includes metallic surfaces embedded therein for electrical communication with the double-spiral shaped tungsten filament. The double-spiral shaped tungsten filament comprises first and second interleaved concentric spiral portions radially converging with decreasing radius and centrally joined together in a central portion. Each of the first and second spiral portions of the double-spiral shaped tungsten filament includes an end contact portion, an intermediate portion and a central portion. A feature of the aforesaid design double spiral shaped filament is that upon joule heating it lengthens and this physical feature can be used to place the filament in compression against an end stop for additional vibrational damping.

A first gap defined between the first and second spiral portions of the dual-spiral shaped tungsten filament and a second gap defined between the second and first spiral portions of the dual-spiral shaped tungsten filament. The first spiral portion being wound, for example, in a clockwise direction and the second spiral portion being wound in a clockwise direction with said first gap defined between the first and second spirals. The second gap defined between the second and first spiral portions being substantially constant between the intermediate portions of the spiral portions. The first gap between the end contact portion of the first spiral portion and the second spiral portion being relatively larger than the first gap between the intermediate portions of the first and second spiral portions.

The second gap between the end contact portion of the second spiral and the first spiral portion being relatively larger than the second gap between the intermediate portions of the second and first spiral portions. The first and second gaps near at atmospheric pressure or near atmospheric pressure in a thermal compression binder to assemble the device together.

The process for making an ultraminiature light source is disclosed and claimed. The steps include fabricating a double-spiral ultraminiature tungsten filament from tungsten foil. Brazze preform is placed over two metal contacts of a suitable chip carrier package. End contacts of the tungsten filament are positioned so as to bring them into engagement with the braze preform covering the contacts of the chip carrier package. The chip carrier package is placed with the filament positioned therein into a vacuum furnace. Preferably, the chip carrier package has a base plated with a material selected from the group of refractory metal, refractory ceramic carbide, boride, and nitride. The chip carrier package is heated to approximately 900°C. under a desired vacuum and the tungsten filament is bonded to the chip carrier package by the braze preform. The chip carrier package, the tungsten filament, and the brazing are then cooled while the pressure is increased to atmospheric pressure. A solder preform is applied to the perimeter of the lid which has a transparent portion. The solder preform is nicked to create a discontinuity therein.

The lid has a solder preform which is tack welded over the perimeter of the lid. The solder preform of the lid is then applied over the perimeter of the chip carrier package. The chip carrier package includes an upper lip or perimeter which has a gold plating which resides over a nickel plating which inter-engages the solder preform. The lid with said solder affixed thereto is brought forcibly into engaging contact with the chip carrier package and placed into the furnace under a desired vacuum. The chip package is then heated under the desired vacuum to the eutectic temperature of the solder to remelt and reflow the solder to seal the chip carrier package.
under the desired vacuum. The chip carrier is then cooled to room temperature and restored to atmospheric pressure.

The ceramic chip carrier of the instant invention as described below includes a stepped profile in cross-section. The bottom of the ceramic chip carrier includes a gold plated surface which may be polished. The first step of the profile includes contacts over which the ultraminiature dual spiral filament is bridged.

The '866 patent reference does not teach or disclose an ultraminiature dual spiral having divergent end contact portions which are brazed to a pair of contacts within the ceramic chip carrier nor does the '866 patent teach or disclose that a ceramic chip carrier in combination with a commercially available lid. Nor does the '866 patent teach or disclose the claimed process steps.

Nor does the structure of the '866 patent prohibit shorting of the spirals upon thermal expansion or because of vibration.

The invention also discloses structure for using the light reference to a dual spiral filament. Specifically, an ultraminiature light conducting package comprises a dual spiralled tungsten filament having a substantially constant thickness and a ceramic package having a transparent window. The dual spiralled tungsten filament is suspended within the package. A fiber optic light guide is affixed to the transparent window of the package.

Accordingly, it is an object of the invention to provide an ultraminiature light source which is efficiently coupled to a fiber optic guide.

Accordingly, it is an object of the invention to provide an ultraminiature light source which includes a double-spiral filament with divergent end contact portions.

Accordingly, it is an object of the invention to provide an ultraminiature light source which includes a double-spiral filament having a substantially constant thickness and a ceramic package having a transparent window. The dual spiralled tungsten filament is suspended within the package. A fiber optic light guide is affixed to the transparent window of the package.

Accordingly, it is an object of the invention to provide an ultraminiature light source whose filament maintains its integrity despite vibration and heating.

Accordingly, it is an object of the invention to provide an ultraminiature light source whose filament does not short between portions thereof due to thermal expansion of the tungsten, tungsten alloy or other filament material. Accordingly, it is an object of the invention to use a commercially available package and lid in combination with a new process and a new filament disclosed herein which is advantageous insofar as sealing of the package, simplicity of construction, ruggedness, durability and cost are concerned.

These and other objects will be best understood when reference is made to the Brief Description of the Drawings, Description of the Invention and Claims which follow hereinafter.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a schematic of the prior art device illustrated in U.S. Pat. No. 6,796,866.

FIG. 2 is a schematic of the prior art device illustrated in U.S. Pat. No. 6,796,866.

FIG. 2A is a schematic of the prior art device illustrated in U.S. Pat. No. 6,796,866 with the tungsten coil thereof illustrated in the process of unwinding.

FIG. 3 is an illustration of the double-spiral filament of the instant invention having end contact portions which are divergent from the next adjacent spiral.

FIG. 3A is an illustration of the double-spiral filament of the instant invention similar to FIG. 3 with additional reference numerals employed to indicate dimensions and radii of the filament.

FIG. 3B is an enlargement of a portion of the double-spiral filament illustrated in FIG. 3A.

FIG. 3C is a perspective view of the double-spiral filament illustrated in FIG. 3.

FIG. 3D is an illustration of the double-spiral filament of the instant invention similar to FIG. 3 after the filament has been energized and thermal expansion of the filament has taken place.

FIG. 4 is an illustration of the ceramic base illustrating a reflective bottom, a ledge having contact pairs which engages the end contact portions of the spiral, and an upper perimeter or lip which is coated with metal.

FIG. 4B is an enlarged quarter-sectional view of the ceramic base or housing illustrating the reflective layer covering the bottom of the leadless chip carrier, the nickel plating on the perimeter and the gold plating on the nickel plating.

FIG. 5 is a view similar to FIG. 4 with the double-spiral element placed in the ceramic base straddling the ledge with the end contact portions mating with a respective pair of the contact pairs of the ledge.

FIG. 5A is a quarter sectional view of FIG. 5.

FIG. 6 is a view of the bottom side of the lid illustrating the transparent window and the lip which mates with the upper surface of the ceramic base.

FIG. 6A is a side view of the lid.

FIG. 6B is an enlarged portion of FIG. 6A illustrating a nick in the solder preform.

FIG. 7 is a top view of the ultraminiature light source assembled.

FIG. 8 is a schematic of the steps to manufacture the ultraminiature light source.

FIG. 9 is a top view of the ultraminiature light source with a fiber optic guide secured to the transparent window with optical adhesive.

FIG. 9A is an enlarged cross-sectional view taken along the lines 9A-9A of FIG. 9.

FIG. 10 is an enlarged cross-sectional view similar to FIG. 9A illustrating another fiber optic guide coupling arrangement.

FIG. 11 is an enlarged cross-sectional view of another connector arrangement.

FIG. 11A is an enlarged cross-sectional view of another connector similar to FIG. 11 with a lens integral with the lamp package window.

FIG. 11B is an enlarged cross-sectional view of a connector similar to FIG. 11A with the connector directly engaging and attached to the lens with adhesive, solder, brazing, glass frit or welded to the package lid.

The drawings will be best understood when reference is made to the Description of the Invention and Claims which follow hereinafter.

DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

FIG. 3 is an illustration of the double-spiral element 300 of the instant invention having end contact portions 301, 302 which are divergent from the next adjacent spiral. By increa-
ing the radius of the outer windings of the double-spiral, the inner windings are allowed to decoil while not contacting the outer windings or tabs so that the short path is less likely for a particular operating voltage. The net result is to allow more stable light output for a longer lifetime at a higher operating point for the filament.

End contact portions 301, 302 of the double-spiral filament contact ledge 405 of leadless chip carrier package 400 and are in electrical communication therewith. See, FIGS. 4 and 4A, which generally represent a commercially available leadless chip carrier package such as the one illustrated and made by Kyocera Corporation of Kyoto, Japan, Kyocera Drawing Number PB-C8325-1ML. It will be noted that the leadless chip carrier package includes a plurality of gold contacts which are embedded in or deposited on the surface of the ledge. Any oppositely oriented pair of contacts may be used as they will position the double-spiral filament centrally within the chip carrier package. The double-spiral filament 300 is centrally mounted as this will maximize the light output through a correspondingly oriented window 602 in a lid 600 as illustrated in FIGS. 6 and 7.

A braze preform available from Morgan Ceramics/Wesgo Metals Incusil-ABA having 59% Ag, 27.25% Cu, 12.5% In and 1.25% Ti having a liquidus temp=715°C covers the contacts of the leadless chip carrier. The leadless chip carrier with the filament engaging the braze preform and the contacts are then heated under a desired vacuum at approximately 800°C until the filament is secured in place.

A transitional portion 303 of the filament interconnects end contact portion 301 and outer spiral portion 306 of the first spiral and a transitional portion 304 interconnects the end contact portion 302 and outer spiral portion 305 of the second spiral. It will be noticed that the end contact portions 301 and 302 are significantly larger than the transitional portions 303, 304. The filament is 0.025 mm (25 µm) thick everywhere and the end contacts are approximately 0.50 mm (500 µm) wide as represented by reference numeral 354 in FIG. 3A. Also see, FIG. 3C, reference numeral 388, illustrating the thickness 388 of the filament. Shoulders 330, 331 reduce the width of the end contact portions to the width of the transition portions 303, 304.

FIG. 3A is an illustration 300A of the double-spiral filament 300 of the instant invention similar to FIG. 3 with additional reference numerals employed to indicate dimensions and radii of the filament.

Referring still to FIG. 3, the beginning 305A of the outermost winding 307 of the second spiral 305 is illustrated. Reference numeral 307 represents the outer-most winding of the second spiral. Reference numeral 308A represents the beginning of the outermost winding 307 of the second spiral 305. Reference numeral 306A represents the beginning of the outermost winding 308 of the first spiral 306. Reference numeral 308 represents the outer-most winding of the first spiral 308.

Arrow 340 is indicated in FIG. 3 as pointing to the gap 316 (sometimes referred herein as "the second gap") between second spiral 305 and first spiral 306 and arrow 341 is pointing toward the beginning of the gap 314 (sometimes referred herein as "the first gap") between first spiral 306 and second spiral 305. These arrows signify the relatively large gaps at the entrances to the interleaved first 306 and second spiral 305. FIG. 3D illustrates the gaps 314, 316 of the filament after energization (i.e., after the application of appropriate voltage across the end contacts 301, 302) of the tungsten or tungsten alloy filament. The inner windings as discussed hereinbelow are expanded radially outward and lengthened slightly. The filament, as illustrated in FIG. 3, accommodates the joule heating of the filament such that the unwanted contact in the region, defined generally by reference numerals 260, 261, 262 and 263 in FIG. 2A, is avoided and does not occur. Referring to FIG. 3D, the fill factor may change with joule heating, but the filament should unpool evenly so that the fill factor should remain mostly the same even though the output disk should grow or shrink as the filament heats or cools.

Referring to FIGS. 3-3D, fill factors for the filament disclosed herein will vary depending on desired temperature of the particular filament used; however, the filament illustrated in FIG. 3 is 25 µm thick (reference numeral 388, FIG. 3C) everywhere, has a 50% fill factor using a 50 µm spacing between spirals 305, 306, and has a 50 µm winding width. The filament of FIG. 3 operates at approximately 2200°K for 1000 hours. The importance of the fill factor or aspect ratio has to do with the fact that the closer the windings are together the more light you can output per unit area. The spacing is determined by the amount that the filament expands due to thermal effects during operation.

Still referring to FIGS. 3-3D, the inner windings are approximately about the same cross-section, and are the smallest in cross-sectional area of the filament components. This makes the hot spot of the filament generally in the middle (central portion 313) of the filament away from the walls of the package. Since the light comes from the middle of the package it can be easily coupled to the optical fiber attached to the window of the light source.

Still referring to FIGS. 3-3D, the outer windings are tapered like a sickle as a transition from the strong end contacts 301, 303 and 302, 304 to the inner windings of the interleaved spirals 305, 306. The outer windings 305, 306 are shaped like a sickle with the arc being fairly wide and sturdy to provide a smooth gradual transition to the inner windings instead of going right from a large cross-sectional area to a narrow winding as does the structure of FIGS. 2 and 2A. The arc supports the inner windings encouraging them to uncoil as they heat instead of just twisting off in a torquing motion at the end contact connection point. The arc distributes the stress during temperature changes and thus increases the service life. The arc also provides for the inner windings of the coil to grow outwardly. The end contacts have the greatest cross-section of the filament. In this way the end contacts create a stable base for damping filament vibration and have a lot of adhesion surface area to bind the filament to the leadless chip carrier package. The large end contact portions also provide a relatively large place to handle the filament during the assembly process.

Still referring to FIGS. 3-3D, the narrower inner windings (intermediate windings 309, 310, 311, 312) have the same current as the end contact portions because the current is the same throughout all portions of the filament. The narrower inner windings have the same thickness as the end contact portions 301, 302 and as the inner windings' cross-sectional area is smaller (than the arc, transition portions and end contacts) their relative resistance per incremental unit length is relatively higher and they Joule heat more since the same current is squeezed through essentially a smaller volume which means the same number of electrons per second interact with fewer atoms generating more photons and different energy photons than are generated at the end contact portions.

Still referring to FIGS. 3-3D, having the arc and designing the filament such that the outer windings are spaced apart from the inner windings (intermediate windings 309, 310, 311, 312) may decrease the fill factor somewhat but most of the light is from the inner windings so the optical fiber will couple effectively to the filament. In this arrangement the fill factor is about 50%. Filaments having fill factors greater than
50% may be used. The inner windings are approximately 50 μm wide and are spaced apart approximately 50 μm from winding to winding.

The second spiral 305 includes intermediate winding portions 309, 311 which terminate in a central portion 313 which joins second and first spirals 305, 306 together. The first spiral includes intermediate winding portions 310, 312 which also terminate in the central portion 313. Generally the windings of the spirals 305, 306 are widest at the arc which comprises outer-most winding and gradually tapers to the width of the inner winding which is approximately 50 μm.

Referring to FIG. 3A, the overall length 350 of the filament is approximately 8 mm (8000 μm). The radii 355 of the outer-most windings 307, 308 of the second and first spirals 305, 306, respectively, are approximately 0.89 mm (890 μm). The radii 356 of the outer-most windings 307, 308 of both spirals 306, 305 are reduced gradually to approximately 0.68 mm (680 μm) through an arc of about 90° and the radii 357 are further reduced to 0.58 mm (580 μm) through an arc of 180°.

Thereafter, the radii are further reduced.

The approximate length 351 between transition portions 303, 304 is 4.84 mm (4840 μm) for the example illustrated in FIG. 3A. The outer diameter 352 of the filament is approximately 1.50 mm (1500 μm) and is also illustrated in FIG. 3A. The diameter 353 of the tungsten or tungsten alloy filament is approximately 1.15 mm (1150 μm) at the point where the outer-most windings have swept an arc of approximately 180° from the entrance. The filament employs end contact portions 301, 302 which are then reduced in cross-section in transition portions 303, 304. The distance 356 between the contact portions (i.e., where they are reduced by shoulders 330, 331 to become transition portions 303, 304) is approximately 4.84 mm (4840 μm). The contact end portions are 1.45 mm (1450 μm) in length as indicated by reference numeral 359.

The invention is disclosed herein by way of example only and those skilled in the art will readily recognize after reading the specification that many of the dimensions stated herein may be changed without departing from the spirit and scope of the claimed invention.

FIG. 3B is an enlargement 3003 of a portion of the double-spiral filament illustrated in FIG. 3A. Reference numeral 314 represents the first gap between the first spiral 306 and the second spiral 305 at the beginning of the outer-most windings 306. Reference numeral 315 represents the first gap between the first spiral 306 and the second spiral 305 after an arc of about 90° of the outer-most winding 308. Reference numeral 317 represents the first gap between intermediate portions of the first spiral 306 and the second spiral 305. Reference numeral 323 represents the first gap between transition portions 303, 304 which are joined as indicated by reference numeral 313. Still referring to FIG. 3B, second gap 320 between intermediate portions of the second 305 and first 306 spirals is illustrated and that second gap which began as 316, 316A terminates as indicated by reference numeral 324.

FIG. 3C is a perspective view 300C of the double-spiral filament illustrated in FIG. 3 and which illustrates the thickness 388 of 0.025 mm (25 μm) and the generally planar form of the filament which is generally represented by the reference numeral 300 in FIG. 3. In the future it is contemplated that a thickness of 0.050 (50 μm) may be used.

FIG. 4 is an illustration of the ceramic housing or base 400 illustrating a bottom 400, a ledge 405 having contact pairs 405A, 406 which engage the end contact portions 301, 302 of the spiral filament 300, and an upper perimeter or lip 402 which is metal coated 402B, 402A.

The ceramic housing has a metallized upper lip 402A consisting of a base coating of nickel plating 402B with a top coating of 0.0015 mm (1.5 μm) of gold plating 402A.

The bottom 404 of the housing may be polished. Alternatively, a reflective refractory metal, refractory ceramic carbide, boride, or nitride 404A may be deposited on the bottom 404. The bottom reflector layer provides a reflective surface 404A to improve transmission through the transmission window 602 above, see FIG. 7. Alternatively, the bottom reflector layer may include a reflective metal layer 404A which may be Ti, 200 A/Pt 1000 A reflective film. Silver may also be used as a reflective material.

Still referring to FIG. 4, grooves 401, 412, 409, 410, are cut vertically into the sides of the leadless chip carrier 400 to allow for interconnections directly to metal contacts 411, 414 within the grooves from outside the leadless chip carrier. Metal contact 405A is in electrical communication (not shown) with contact 411 within the leadless chip carrier 400. Similarly metal contact 408 is in electrical communication (not shown) with contact 414 within the leadless chip carrier 400.

Contact pairs 407, 408 and 406, 405A are the preferred contacts over which braze preform is placed prior to placing end contact portions 301, 302 therein for heating to secure the outermost winding within. Any of the contact pairs may be used as they all result in the centering of the filament within the housing and for its alignment with the window in the lid.

FIG. 4A is a quarter-sectional view 400A of the ceramic base or housing 400 illustrating the reflective bottom portion 404A, the ledge 405 and the upper perimeter or lip 402. FIG. 4A provides a good illustration of outer surface contacts 411, 414 for interconnection to outside devices.

FIG. 4B is an enlarged portion 400B of the quarter-sectional view 400A of the ceramic base or housing illustrating the reflective layer 404A covering the bottom of the leadless chip carrier, the nickel plating 402B on the perimeter and the gold plating 402A on the nickel plating 402B. Reference numeral 405B indicates a braze preform on top of contact 405A in which end contact 301, 302 may be placed. The end contacts of the tungsten filament may be bonded to contacts of the chip carrier package by a suitable process such as brazeing, electron beam welding, spot welding or laser welding.

FIG. 5 is a view 500 similar to FIG. 4 with the double-spiral filament 300 placed in the ceramic base or housing 400 straddling the ledge 405 with the end contact portions 301, 302 mating with a respective pair 405A, 406 of the contact pairs of the ledge 405.

FIG. 5A is a quarter-sectional view 500A of FIG. 5 illustrating the braze preform securing the end contact portion 301 to contact 405A on ledge 405 of housing 400. End contact portion 301 is fused to the contact 405A upon sufficient heating and subsequent cooling.

FIG. 6 is a view 600 of the bottom side of the lid 601 illustrating the transparent window 602 and the lip 603A which mates with and is secured to the upper surface 402A of the ceramic base. The lid is commercially available from Spectrum Semiconductor Materials of San Jose, Calif. part no. C-731-21-50MK10MND-GKL. The material of the lid is Kovar and includes the gold plating on top of nickel with a 80% Au/20% Sn solder preform. FIG. 6A is a side view 690A of the lid 601 illustrating the lip 603A with solder preform 603 applied over the lip. At least one notch, nick or groove 608 is cut into the solder preform 603 such that when it is secured or held into sealing engagement with gold plated surface 402A and placed in a furnace under vacuum condi-
tions the contents of the ceramic housing 400 and the lid 601 are evacuated. Alternatively, the ceramic housing and lid may be placed in an environment of halogen gas. FIG. 6B is an enlarged portion of FIG. 6A illustrating nick 608 in more detail. The heat of the furnace remelts and refloows the solder preform eliminating the nick and securing the lid and the chip carrier package together.

FIG. 7 is a top view 700 of the ultraminature light source assembled.

FIG. 8 is a schematic 800 of the steps to manufacture the ultraminature light source. The steps include fabricating a double-spiral ultraminature tungsten filament from tungsten foil 801, placing braze preform over two metal contacts of a suitable chip carrier package 802; positioning end contacts of the tungsten filament into engagement with the braze preform covering the contacts of the chip carrier package 803; placing the chip carrier package with the filament positioned therein into a vacuum furnace, the chip carrier package having a base plated with a material selected from the group of reflective refractory metal, refractory ceramic carbide, boride, and nitride 804; heating, under desired vacuum, the chip carrier package, the tungsten filament, and the braze preform 805 at approximately 800°C to melt the braze preform and bond the filament to the chip package; cooling the chip carrier package, the tungsten filament, and the brazing while increasing pressure to atmospheric pressure 806; applying solder preform to the perimeter of a lid having a transparent portion 807; nicking the solder preform to create a discontinuity therein 808; applying the lid having a transparent portion and having a solder preform tack welded over the perimeter of the lid to the chip carrier package, the chip carrier includes an upper lip having a gold plating which resides over a nickel plating; holding the lid with the solder affixed thereto into engagement with the chip carrier package 810; placing the chip carrier package with the lid held in place into the furnace under desired vacuum 811; heating, under desired vacuum, the chip package to the eutectic temperature of solder to remelt and reflow the solder preform to seal the chip carrier package under the desired vacuum to create an air tight seal between the package and the lid 812, and; cooling to room temperature and restoring atmospheric pressure within the furnace 813.

Alternatively, the step of placing braze preform on the contacts may be substituted with any suitable process of bonding the contacts to the chip carrier by brazing, electron beam welding, spot welding or laser welding.

The eutectic point referred to in the step denoted by reference numeral 812 is the point at which the liquid phase borders directly on the solid phase. The temperature that corresponds to this point is known as the eutectic temperature.

The step of applying solder preform to the perimeter of a lid having a transparent portion 807 includes the solder preform being tack welded to the window lid. The attachment of the solder preform to the lid prior to the sealing process avoids potential handling damage to the delicate 0.510 mm (510 µm) thick gold preform and reduces alignment offsets of the gold preform to the sealing surfaces.

The ceramic housing has a metalled upper lip consisting of a base coating of nickel plating with a top coating of 0.0015 mm (1.5 µm) of gold plating.

The light source disclosed herein was successfully tested at 3.125 VDC at 0.40 A yielding approximately 1,250 W at 2200°C K, for approximately 1000 hours. Different filament materials operating at different voltages will produces different values.

FIG. 9 is a top view 900 of the ultraminature light source with a fiber optic guide 901 secured to the transparent window 902 with optical adhesive 903. FIG. 9A is an enlarged cross-sectional view 900A taken along the lines 9A-9A of FIG. 9. A gap 903 of approximately 0.58 mm (580 µm) is illustrated in FIG. 9A between the filament and the window 902.

The advantage of the tungsten light source disclosed herein includes the fact that it provides a broad optical spectrum. This broad spectrum is accompanied by a short coherence length. It is key, therefore, to couple the light source into an optical fiber in an efficient manner. This becomes increasingly problematic when the core size of the optical fiber is small. Fibers used in optical fiber sensors may be 50 microns or smaller. Such fibers usually have a small numerical aperture number (NA) such as 0.22. This means that either the light entering the fiber must be fairly collimated or that the fiber must be close to the source if the light is not highly collimated. The tungsten light source disclosed herein emits light in all directions although the dual spiral coils tend to concentrate the light source. In order to maximize coupling a small filament light source with dimensions approaching that of the fiber, close spacing of the fiber to the filament is required to achieve any sort of efficiency in getting the tungsten light spectrum into the fiber.

FIG. 10 is an enlarged cross-sectional view 1000 similar to FIG. 9A illustrating another fiber optic guide coupling arrangement. Connector housing 1001 fits over the packaged tungsten filament light source and the connector female receptacle 1002 is in engagement with the package. Male connector 1003 is insertable within the female connector 1002. Male connector 1003 includes a housing portion 1004 and a resilient portion 1005 for receiving the fiber 901. The fiber 901 is positioned in proximity to the window for good coupling to the tungsten filament. Resilient material 1005 is used to grip the fiber optic guide 901 and enables the replacement of the optic fiber 901 if necessary.

FIG. 11 is an enlarged cross-sectional view 1100 of another connector arrangement wherein the fiber is held in a male connector 1110, which in turn is coupled to a female connector receptacle 1112 affixed to a lamp package mount 1113. Optionally a lens 1120 may be used. FIG. 11A is an enlarged cross-sectional view 1100A of another connector similar to FIG. 11 with a lens integrally affixed 1121 with the lamp package window. FIG. 11B is an enlarged cross-sectional view 1003 of a connector similar to FIG. 11A with the connector directly engaging and attached to the lens by adhesive, solder, braze, or glass frit 1130. Alternatively the lens 1120 may be welded to the package lid.

1100—cross-sectional view of a coupling arrangement with an optional lens 1100A-cross-sectional view of a coupling arrangement with a lens integral with the transparent window.

LIST OF REFERENCE NUMERALS

100—schematic of related art device in U.S. Pat. No. 6,796,866.
102—top silicon substrate
104—transparent window in top silicon substrate
106—middle silicon substrate for mounting filament
108—bottom silicon substrate
200—filament
202—silicon substrate
212—silicon substrate
204—top nitride layer of top substrate
206—bottom nitride layer of top substrate
210—wire bond pad
800—schematic of process to manufacture the light source
801—fabricating a double-spiral ultraminiature tungsten filament from tungsten foil
802—placing braze preform over two metal contacts of a suitable chip carrier package or electron welding, spot welding or laser welding
803—positioning end contacts of the tungsten filament into engagement with the braze preform covering the contacts of the chip carrier package
804—placing the chip carrier package with the filament positioned therein into a vacuum furnace, the chip carrier package having a base plated with a material selected from the group of reflective refractory metal, refractory ceramic carbide, boride, and nitride
805—heating, under desired vacuum, the chip carrier package, the tungsten filament, and the braze preform at approximately 800°C
806—cooling the chip carrier package, the tungsten filament, and the braze preform in the brazing while increasing pressure to atmospheric pressure
807—applying solder preform to the perimeter of a lid having a transparent portion
808—nickering the solder preform to create a discontinuity therein
809—applying the lid having a transparent portion and having a solder preform tack welded over the perimeter of the lid to the chip carrier package, the chip carrier includes an upper lip having a gold plating which resides over a nickel plating
810—holding the lid with the solder affixed thereto in engagement with the chip carrier package
811—placing the chip carrier package with the lid held in place into the furnace under desired vacuum
812—heating, under desired vacuum, the chip package to the eutectic temperature of solder to remelt and reflow the solder to seal the chip carrier package under the desired vacuum
813—cooling to room temperature and restoring atmospheric pressure within the furnace
900—top view of filament within the assembled package coupled to a fiber optic guide
900A—cross-sectional view taken along the lines 9A-9A
901—fiber optic guide
902—optical adhesive
903—gap between window 602 and filament
904—cross-sectional view of a connector for coupling a fiber optic guide to the assembled package
1001—connector housing
1002—connector female receptacle
1003—male connector
1004—housing of the male connector
1005—resilient material gripping the fiber optic guide
1100—cross-sectional view of a coupling arrangement with an optional lens
1100A—cross-sectional view of a coupling arrangement with a lens integral with the transparent window
1100B—cross-sectional view of a connector affixed directly to a lens
1110—male connector
1112—female connector
1113—package coupling mount
1120—lens
1121—lens embedded in window 602
1130—adhesive, solder, braise, glass frit or ultrasonic weld

Those skilled in the art will readily recognize that the invention has been set forth by way of examples only and that many changes may be made to the structure of the examples and to the process set forth by way of examples without departing from the spirit and scope of the claims attached hereto.

The invention claimed is:

1. A light source comprising: a ceramic base; a generally planar double-spiral shaped filament suspended within said ceramic base; said double-spiral shaped filament material is selected from the group consisting of tungsten, an alloy of tungsten and other incandescent filament material; a transparent lid; said ceramic base includes a reflective bottom, a ledge, and a raised perimeter having a metallic surface; said ledge includes metallic surfaces embedded therein for electrical communication with said double-spiral shaped filament; said double-spiral shaped filament comprises first and second interleaved concentric spiral portions radially converging with decreasing radius and centrally joined together in a central portion; each of said first and second spiral portions of said double-spiral shaped filament includes an end contact portion, an transition portion, an arc shaped portion, an intermediate portion and a central portion, said end contact portion having a large width, said transition portion interconnected to said end contact portion and having a transition width smaller than said end contact portion; said intermediate portion having an intermediate width, said arc-shaped portion having a width initially approximately equal to said width of said transition portion and then gradually tapering to said intermediate width of said intermediate portion, and, each of said intermediate portions terminating and centrally joined together in said central portion; a first gap defined between said first and second spiral portions of said double-spiral shaped filament and a second gap defined between said second and first spiral portions of said double-spiral shaped filament; said first spiral portion being wound in a first direction and said second spiral portion being wound in said first direction; said first and second gaps being substantially constant between said intermediate portions of said spiral portions; said first gap between said transition portion of said first spiral portion and said second spiral portion being relatively larger than said first gap between said intermediate portions of said first and second spiral portions; said second gap between said transition portion of said second spiral and said first spiral portion being relatively larger than said second gap between said intermediate portions of said second and first spiral portions; said first and second gaps near and at said central portion being relatively smaller than said gaps between said intermediate portions of said spiral portions of said double-spiral shaped filament; said end contacts of said first and second spiral portions being bonded to said metal surfaces of said base of said ceramic base such that said double-spiral shaped filament is suspended above said reflective base; said transparent lid being soldered to said metal surfaces of said ceramic base forming a sealed chamber within which said double-spiral shaped filament resides and is suspended therein; and, said chamber being at a desired vacuum.

2. A light source as claimed in claim 1 wherein said end contacts of said first and second spiral portions are brazed, electron welded or spot welded to said metal surfaces of said ledge of said ceramic base such that said double-spiral shaped filament is suspended above said reflective base.

3. A light source as claimed in claim 1 wherein said ceramic base is selected from the group consisting of glasses and glass ceramics.

4. A light source as claimed in claim 1 wherein said chamber is filled with halogen or an inert gas.
5. A light source as claimed in claim 1 wherein said reflective bottom of said ceramic base is a metallic surface to provide high reflectance.

6. A light source as claimed in claim 1 wherein said first and second spiral portions have a relatively large radius of curvature in proximity to said end contact portions and wherein said first and second gaps between said first and second spiral portions are relatively large in proximity to said end contact portions.

7. A light source as claimed in claim 6 wherein each of said end contact portions of said first and second spiral portions includes a transition portion, a supporting portion, and an electrical connection portion.

8. A light source as claimed in claim 1 wherein: said end contact portions of said first and second spiral portions of said double-spiral shaped filament each include a transition portion, a supporting portion and an electrical connection portion; said transitional portions of each of said end contacts of said first and second spiral portions of said double-spiral shaped filament have a relatively large radius of curvature; and, said first and second gaps between said transitional portions of said end contact portions of said first and second spiral portions and the respective intermediate portions of said double-spiral shaped filament are relatively large.

9. A light source as claimed in claim 1 wherein the size of said first gap between said end contact portion of said first spiral portion and said second spiral portion being relatively larger than said first gap between said intermediate portions of said first and second spiral portions and the size of said second gap between said end contact portion of said second spiral and said first spiral portion being relatively larger than said second gap between said intermediate portions of said first and second spiral portions, said sizes of said first and second gaps as determined by the amount the filament expands due to thermal effects during operation.

10. A light source as claimed in claim 1 wherein the diameter of the intermediate portions of the double-spiral shaped filament is approximately 1.15 mm (1.150 μm).

11. A light source as claimed in claim 1 wherein the double-spiral shaped filament is less than 100 μm wide.

12. A light source as claimed in claim 1 wherein said reflective base is gold plated.

13. A light source as claimed in claim 1 wherein said reflective base is selected from the group consisting of a reflective refractory metal, a refractory ceramic carbide, a boride, and a nitride.

14. A light source as claimed in claim 1 comprising: said double spiral shaped tungsten filament having a substantially constant thickness; a carrier package having a transparent window; said double spiral shaped tungsten filament being suspended within said package; a fiber optic guide; and, said fiber optic guide being affixed to said transparent window of said package.

15. A light source as claimed in claim 14 wherein said window of said package is spaced apart from said filament approximately 0.58 mm (580 μm).

16. A light source as claimed in claim 14 wherein said guide is affixed to said transparent window by using one or more of the following selected from the group of optical adhesive, ultrasonic welding, solder, braze, and glass frit.

17. A light source as claimed in claim 14 wherein said guide is affixed in proximity to said window using a coupling affixed to said package.

18. A light source as claimed in claim 17 wherein said coupling includes male and female coupling halves.

19. A light source as claimed in claim 17 further comprising a lens residing between said window and said optic fiber.

20. A process for making an ultraminiature light source, said ultraminiature light source comprises: a ceramic base; a generally planar double-spiral shaped filament suspended within said ceramic base; said double-spiral shaped filament material is selected from the group consisting of tungsten first alloy of tungsten and other incandescent filament material; a transparent lid; said ceramic base includes a reflective bottom, a ledge, and a raised perimeter having a metallic surface; said ledge includes metallic surfaces embedded therein for electrical communication with said double-spiral shaped filament, said double-spiral shaped filament comprises first and second interleaved concentric spiral portions radially converging with decreasing radius and centrally joined together in a central portion; each of said first and second spiral portions of said double-spiral shaped filament includes said end contact portion, a transition portion, an arc shaped portion, an intermediate portion and a central portion, said end contact portion having a large width, said transition portion interconnected to said end contact portion and having a transition width smaller than said end contact portion, said intermediate portion having an intermediate width, said arc-shaped portion having a width initially approximately equal to said width of said transition portion and then gradually tapering to said intermediate width of said intermediate portion, and, each of said intermediate portions terminating and centrally joined together in said central portion; a first gap defined between said first and second spiral portions of said double-spiral shaped filament and a second gap defined between said first and second spiral portions of said double-spiral shaped filament; said first spiral portion being wound in a first direction and said second spiral portion being wound in a said first direction; said first and second gaps being substantially constant between said intermediate portions of said spiral portions; said first gap between said transition portion and having a transition width smaller than said first gap between said intermediate portions of said first and second spiral portions; said second gap between said transition portion of said second spiral and said first spiral portion being relatively larger than said second gap between said intermediate portions of said first and second spiral portions; said first central portion being relatively smaller than said gaps between said intermediate portions of said spiral portions of said double-spiral shaped filament; said end contacts of said first and second spiral portions being bonded to said metal surfaces of said ceramic base forming a sealed chamber within which said double-spiral shaped filament resides and is suspended therein; and, said chamber being at a desired vacuum, comprising the steps of: fabricating a double-spiral ultraminiature tungsten filament from tungsten foil; placing braze preform over two metal contacts of a suitable chip carrier package; positioning end contacts of said tungsten filament into engagement with said braze preform covering said contacts of said chip carrier package; placing said chip carrier package with said filament positioned therein into a vacuum furnace, said chip carrier package having a base plated with a material selected from the group of reflective refractory metal, refractory ceramic carbide, boride, and nitride; heating, under desired vacuum, said chip carrier package, said tungsten filament, and said braze preform to approximately 800° C.;
cooling said chip carrier package, said tungsten filament, and said brazing and increasing pressure to atmospheric pressure; applying solder preform to the perimeter of a lid having a transparent portion; nicking said solder preform to create a discontinuity therein; applying said lid having a transparent portion and having a solder preform tack welded over said perimeter of said lid to said chip carrier package, said chip carrier package includes an upper lip having a gold plating which resides over a nickel plating; holding said lid with said solder affixed thereto into engagement with said chip carrier package; placing said chip carrier package with said lid held in place into said furnace under desired vacuum; heating, under desired vacuum, said chip package to the eutectic temperature of solder to remelt and reflow said solder to seal said chip carrier package under said desired vacuum; and, cooling to room temperature and restoring atmospheric pressure within said furnace.

20. A process for making an ultraminiature light source as claimed in claim 20 further comprising the steps of: applying electrical power to said tungsten filament before applying said lid to said chip carrier package.

22. A process for making an ultraminiature light source as claimed in claim 20 wherein said state of heating, under desired vacuum, said chip carrier package, said tungsten filament, and said braze preform to approximately 800°C is continued until the braze melts and/or wets said end contacts of said tungsten filament.

23. A process for making an ultraminiature light source, said ultraminiature light source comprises:

- a ceramic base; a generally planar double-spiral shaped filament suspended within said ceramic base; said double-spiral shaped filament material is selected from the group consisting of tungsten, an alloy of tungsten and other incandescent filament material; a transparent lid; said ceramic base includes a reflective bottom, a ledge, and a raised perimeter having a metallic surface; said ledge includes metallic surfaces embedded therein for electrical communication with said double-spiral shaped filament; said double-spiral shaped filament comprises first and second interleaved concentric spiral portions radially converging with decreasing radius and centrally joined together in a central portion; each of said first and second spiral portions of said double-spiral shaped filament includes an end contact portion, a transition portion, an arc shaped portion, an intermediate portion and a central portion, said end contact portion having a large width, said transition portion interconnected to said end contact portion and having a transition width smaller than said end contact portion, said intermediate portion having an intermediate width, said arc-shaped portion having a width initially approximately equal to said width of said transition portion and then gradually tapering to said intermediate portion, said arc-shaped portion being wound in a first direction and said second spiral portion being wound in said first direction; said first and second gaps being substantially constant between said intermediate portions of said spiral portions; said first gap between said end contact transition portion of said first spiral portion and said second spiral portion being relatively larger than said first gap between said intermediate portions of said first and second spiral portions; said second gap between said end contact transition portion of said second spiral and said first spiral portion being relatively larger than said second gap between said intermediate portions of said second and first spiral portions; said first and second gaps being substantially smaller than said gaps between said intermediate portions of said spiral portions of said double-spiral shaped filament; said end contacts of said first and second spiral portions being bonded to said metal surfaces of said ledge of said ceramic base such that said double-spiral shaped filament is suspended above said reflective base; said transparent lid being soldered to said metal surfaces of said ceramic base forming a sealed chamber within which said double-spiral shaped filament resides and is suspended therein; and, said chamber being at a desired vacuum, comprising the steps of: fabricating a generally planar double-spiral ultraminiature tungsten filament from tungsten foil; bonding end contacts of said tungsten filament to said chip carrier package by a suitable process selected from the group of brazing, electron beam welding, spot welding, evacuating a furnace to a desired vacuum and placing a lid having a window and said tungsten filament bonded to said chip carrier package therein to remove surface contaminants and water; aligning and joining said lid having a window to said chip carrier package.

24. A process for making an ultraminiature light source as claimed in claim 23 wherein said step of aligning and joining said lid to said chip carrier includes sealing by a suitable process selected from the group of soldering, brazing, electron beam welding and laser welding.

25. A process for making an ultraminiature light source, said ultraminiature light source comprises:

- a ceramic base; a generally planar double-spiral shaped filament suspended within said ceramic base; said double-spiral shaped filament material is selected from the group consisting of tungsten, an alloy of tungsten and other incandescent filament material; a transparent lid; said ceramic base includes a reflective bottom, a ledge, and a raised perimeter having a metallic surface; said ledge includes metallic surfaces embedded therein for electrical communication with said double-spiral shaped filament; said double-spiral shaped filament comprises first and second interleaved concentric spiral portions radially converging with decreasing radius and centrally joined together in a central portion; each of said first and second spiral portions of said double-spiral shaped filament includes an end contact portion, a transition portion, an arc shaped portion, an intermediate portion and a central portion, said end contact portion having a large width, said transition portion interconnected to said end contact portion and having a transition width smaller than said end contact portion, said intermediate portion having an intermediate width, said arc-shaped portion having a width initially approximately equal to said width of said transition portion and then gradually tapering to said intermediate portion, said arc-shaped portion being wound in a first direction and said second spiral portion being wound in said first direction; said first and second gaps being substantially constant between said intermediate portions of said spiral portions; said first gap between said end contact transition portion of said first spiral portion and said second spiral portion being relatively larger than said first gap between said intermediate portions of said first and second spiral portions; said second gap between said end contact transition portion of said second spiral and said first spiral portion being relatively larger than said second gap between said intermediate portions of said second and first spiral portions; said first and second gaps being substantially smaller than said gaps between said intermediate portions of said spiral portions of said double-spiral shaped filament; said end contacts of said first and second spiral portions being bonded to said metal surfaces of said ledge of said ceramic base such that said double-spiral shaped filament is suspended above said reflective base; said transparent lid being soldered to said metal surfaces of said ceramic base forming a sealed chamber within which said double-spiral shaped filament resides and is suspended therein; and, said chamber being at a desired vacuum, comprising the steps of: fabricating a generally planar double-spiral ultraminiature tungsten filament from tungsten foil; bonding end contacts of said tungsten filament to said chip carrier package by a suitable process selected from the group of brazing, electron beam welding, spot welding, evacuating a furnace to a desired vacuum and placing a lid having a window and said tungsten filament bonded to said chip carrier package therein to remove surface contaminants and water; aligning and joining said lid having a window to said chip carrier package.

26. A process for making an ultraminiature light source as claimed in claim 24 wherein said state of heating, under desired vacuum, said chip carrier package, said tungsten filament, and said braze preform to approximately 800°C is continued until the braze melts and/or wets said end contacts of said tungsten filament.

27. A process for making an ultraminiature light source as claimed in claim 25 wherein said process of aligning and joining said lid to said chip carrier includes sealing by a suitable process selected from the group of soldering, brazing, electron beam welding and laser welding.

28. A process for making an ultraminiature light source, said ultraminiature light source comprises:

- a ceramic base; a generally planar double-spiral shaped filament suspended within said ceramic base; said double-spiral shaped filament material is selected from the group consisting of tungsten, an alloy of tungsten and other incandescent filament material; a transparent lid; said ceramic base includes a reflective bottom, a ledge, and a raised perimeter having a metallic surface; said ledge includes metallic surfaces embedded therein for electrical communication with said double-spiral shaped filament; said double-spiral shaped filament comprises first and second interleaved concentric spiral portions radially converging with decreasing radius and centrally joined together in a central portion; each of said first and second spiral portions of said double-spiral shaped filament includes an end contact portion, a transition portion, an arc shaped portion, an intermediate portion and a central portion, said end contact portion having a large width, said transition portion interconnected to said end contact portion and having a transition width smaller than said end contact portion, said intermediate portion having an intermediate width, said arc-shaped portion having a width initially approximately equal to said width of said transition portion and then gradually tapering to said intermediate portion, said arc-shaped portion being wound in a first direction and said second spiral portion being wound in said first direction; said first and second gaps being substantially constant between said intermediate portions of said spiral portions; said first gap between said end contact transition portion of said first spiral portion and said second spiral portion being relatively larger than said first gap between said intermediate portions of said first and second spiral portions; said second gap between said end contact transition portion of said second spiral and said first spiral portion being relatively larger than said second gap between said intermediate portions of said second and first spiral portions; said first and second gaps being substantially smaller than said gaps between said intermediate portions of said spiral portions of said double-spiral shaped filament; said end contacts of said first and second spiral portions being bonded to said metal surfaces of said ledge of said ceramic base such that said double-spiral shaped filament is suspended above said reflective base; said transparent lid being soldered to said metal surfaces of said ceramic base forming a sealed chamber within which said double-spiral shaped filament resides and is suspended therein; and, said chamber being at a desired vacuum, comprising the steps of: fabricating a generally planar double-spiral ultraminiature tungsten filament from tungsten foil; bonding end contacts of said tungsten filament to said chip carrier package by a suitable process selected from the group of brazing, electron beam welding, spot welding, evacuating a furnace to a desired vacuum and placing a lid having a window and said tungsten filament bonded to said chip carrier package therein to remove surface contaminants and water; aligning and joining said lid having a window to said chip carrier package.
central portion: a first gap defined between said first and second spiral portions of said double-spiral shaped filament and a second gap defined between said second and first spiral portions of said double-spiral shaped filament; said first spiral portion being wound in a first direction and said second spiral portion being wound in said first direction; said first and second gaps being substantially constant between said intermediate portions of said spiral portions: said first gap between said end contact transition portion of said first spiral portion and said second spiral portion being relatively larger than said first gap between said intermediate portions of said first and second spiral portions; said second gap between said end contact transition portion of said second spiral and said first spiral portion being relatively larger than said second gap between said intermediate portions of said second and first spiral portions; said first and second gaps near and at said central portion being relatively smaller than said gaps between said intermediate portions of said spiral portions of said double-spiral shaped filament; said end contacts of said first and second spiral portions being bonded to said metal surfaces of said ledge of said ceramic base such that said double-spiral shaped filament is suspended above said reflective base; said transparent lid being soldered to said metal surfaces of said ceramic base forming a sealed chamber within which said double-spiral shaped filament resides and is suspended therein; and, said chamber being at a desired vacuum, comprising the steps of: fabricating a generally planar double-spiral ultraminiature tungsten filament from tungsten foil; bonding end contacts of said tungsten filament to said chip carrier package by a suitable process selected from the group of brazing, electron beam welding, spot welding and laser welding; cleaning said package and said lid using a glow discharge plasma, ion beam, out-gassing and burn-in of said filament; and, aligning and joining said lid having a window to said chip carrier package.
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Method for Ultraminiature Fiber Light Source
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<td>Innovator #2</td>
<td>Innovator #4</td>
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6. ORIGIN (Check all that apply and provide all applicable numbers. If multiple Contracts/Grants, etc., list Contract/Grant Numbers in Box 3 with applicable employer information.)

- NASA In-house Org. Mail Code PTC
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9. BRIEF ABSTRACT (A general description of the innovation which describes its capabilities, but does not reveal details that would enable duplication or imitation of the innovation.)

The invention consists of an incandescent lamp of tiny dimensions and method of fabricating. The re-entrant spiral filament is formed by wet chemical etch, laser ablation, or laser trimming. All methods use a 25 micron thick tungsten or tungsten alloy foil. The ends of the filament are vacuum brazed to gold contact pads within the ceramic package normally used for electronic chips. The package is closed with a transparent window normally used for ultra-violet erasing of volatile electronic memories. Because of the close proximity of the filament to the window, efficient direct coupling to fiber optics is possible without intervening optics.

Thus, a method for fabricating and packaging a robust broadband light source, capable of operating outside a vacuum chamber was developed. Several components comprising this device were developed, which include a tungsten filament, window, package, method for attaching the filament to the package, etc. Previously, a different packaging technique was developed to vacuum seal miniature tungsten filament light sources. This is described in patent #10-273,676.
SECTION I - DESCRIPTION OF THE PROBLEM OR OBJECTIVE THAT MOTIVATED THE INNOVATION'S DEVELOPMENT (Enter as appropriate: A. - General description of problem/objective; B. - Key or unique problem characteristics; C. - Prior art, i.e., prior techniques, methods, materials, or devices performing function of the innovation, or previous means for performing function of software; and D. - Disadvantages or limitation of prior art.)

A. Flight tests were performed in NASA GRC aircraft utilizing commercially-available light sources to interrogate optical sensors. Results of these tests indicated that the light source needed improvement in order to be widely utilized in flight.

B. These improvements include: lighter weight, lower input power, lower heat generation, ease of coupling to optical fibers, rugged, short stabilization time, and low cost. There is also a need for a broadband light source for calibration of space or airborne instruments. Similarly, the light source must be low power, rugged, and small.

C. Prior art includes commercially available whitelight sources. The device that most closely meets the needs described above is the LS-1 available from Ocean Optics, Inc.

D. Disadvantages of prior art include: high electrical power input, large amount of heat generation, long stabilization time, and large size.

SECTION II - TECHNICALLY COMPLETE AND EASILY UNDERSTANDABLE DESCRIPTION OF INNOVATION DEVELOPED TO SOLVE THE PROBLEM OR MEET THE OBJECTIVE (Enter as appropriate: existing reports, if available, may form a part of the disclosure, and reference thereto can be made to complete this description: A. - Purpose and description of innovation/software; B. - Identification of component parts or steps, and explanation of mode of operation of innovation/software preferably referring to drawings, sketches, photographs, graphs, flow charts, and/or parts or ingredient lists illustrating the components; C. - Functional operation; D. - Alternate embodiments of the innovation/software; E. - Supportive theory; F. - Engineering specifications; G. - Peripheral equipment; and H. - Maintenance, reliability, safety factors.)

A. See LLNL Invention Disclosure (Attachment A). Provide a small, low-power, stable white light source.

B. Tungsten filament capable of operating up to approximately 2800K, Window package, etc.

Package fabrication and hermetic sealing steps:

1) Use appropriately sized Leadless Chip Carrier (LCC) packages such as Kyocera Drawing number PB-C88231-JMI. The spacing of the contact pads should be approximately 0.25 inches so that the filament fits between two of the contacts. 2) Use windowed lids with solder preform (80Au-20Sn preform) for the LCC such as Spectrum Semiconductor Materials PN CLG39001. 3) Place braze preform Incusil-ABA over two opposing contacts on the LCC (incusil-ABA active braze material from Morgan Advanced Ceramics/Wesgo Metals 510-491-1100:Ag-59, Cu-27, In-12.5, Ti-1.25, liquidus temp = 715C). 4) Place filament on the braze preform. 5) Place in vacuum furnace (10^-7 Torr) or furnace with inert atmosphere and heat to -800C or until braze melts and wets filament metal. 6) Cool and allow to harden, bring back to atmospheric pressure. 7) Make a small nick in solder preform to allow air to escape and place lid on package. 8) Replace package with lid (with a weight or clip, if necessary) to hold lid in place, into vacuum furnace and pump down to desired vacuum. 9) Heat furnace to solder eutectic temperature to melt and reflow solder. Cool to room temperature and bring back to atmospheric pressure. 10) Optionally a bake out of the filament can be done in vacuum chamber by applying electrical power before placing lid on LCC.

C. Operation is simple and not different from other incandescent lamps. A small voltage is applied that produces a small current. This current heats the filament and causes it to glow. The output color (and operational temperature) is directly proportional to the input current, providing a low-cost, low-power illumination source.

D. The filament has been fabricated by chemical etching as well as by laser ablation. Other types of packaging such as sealing into a glass bulb is possible and may be useful for some applications. USPO 10-273,676.

E. Because of the flat geometry, the optical characteristics are distinct from many incandescent lamps that have a coiled three-dimensional character. Sealed filament is capable of emitting broadband radiation up to 2800K. See Gollhier et al paper (Attachment B)

F. Input power 2 Watts, Dimensions: 11.5 mm x 11.5 mm x 2.75 mm, output power: approximately 1.5 lumens

G. Constant voltage power supply capable of providing 0-10 volts/0-1 amp.

H. Because of its small mass, it is anticipated that the lamp should be quite rugged.
SECTION III - UNIQUE OR NOVEL FEATURES OF THE INNOVATION AND THE RESULTS OR BENEFITS OF ITS APPLICATION

(Enter as appropriate: A. Novel or unique features; B. Advantages of innovation/software; C. Development or new conceptual problems; D. Test data and source of error; E. Analysis of capabilities; and F. For software, any re-use or re-engineering of existing code, use of shareware, or use of code owned by a non-federal entity.)

A. Novel or unique features:
1) The filament is formed from sheet tungsten or tungsten alloy, brazed to support, close to window for good coupling to fiber optics.
2) Spiral filament design.
3) 2-D package
4) Flat filament mounted close to window.
5) Long filament lifetime.
6) Small size and high tolerance laser machining or lithography processes conducted on metal alloy foil were required to fabricate device repeatably and with reasonable cost.

B. Advantages of innovation: Low-power, low-cost, low-volume, stable, high operating temperature source. Designed for coupling into optical fiber, no lenses required. Filament: Consists of several quasi-concentric winds. Winds with greater radii are referred to as outer winds. Winds with lesser radii are referred to as inner winds. The occurrence of electrical short paths is undesirable among filament winds because it creates local over-currents which:
a) skew the output temperature profile
b) increase the evaporation rate of the filament which shortens operational lifetime and
c) create an oscillatory temperature profile as the shorts were often intermittent.

The true white light provided by these devices overcomes limited wavelength output of LED’s, thus increasing their applicability in spectroscopy. Benefits and uses of this device includes the following:
-Reduced heat production compared to state-of-the-art Tungsten halogen sources
-Low input electrical power
-Device directly coupled to an optical fiber, and can be used to optically power a wide-range of fiber-optic sensors
-Currently no light sources meet Space Exploration missions needs
-Calibration source for spectrometers
-Light source for optical sensors
-Dual use as Illuminator/Micro-heater
-Miniature/Lightweight Device (10X)
-Ease of coupling to optical fibers (Important)
-Low-input Electrical Power (4X, 1.5W v 6.5W)
-Increased Reliability (vibration)
-Stabilization time reduced (1800X, <1 s v 30’)
-Stable spectral output (feedback)

C. Development: Due to its small size, the response is much faster than larger commercial units. Heat stresses on such a small device can be significant causing electrical short paths. Through a combination of techniques, the reliability of the filament was increased in terms of lifetime and output stability. (Attachment C - NEPP Final Report)

D. Test data and source of error: Operated in tungsten filament in lab at up to 2650K and Tungsten-Rhenium at 2725K. Sources of error could be calibration of test multimeters, measurements of distance of calibration source and device from reflecting panel, optical path difference causing spikes in curves. The source has been operated up to approximately 2800K.

E. Analysis of capabilities: table radiation from visible to short IR wavelengths tested (due to spectral limitations of equipment on hand)

SECTION IV - SPECULATION REGARDING POTENTIAL COMMERCIAL APPLICATIONS AND POINTS OF CONTACT (Including names of companies producing or using similar products.)

Commercial partner: currently working with Ocean Optics, to determine commercialization opportunities. Awarded FY04 TTP funds to fabricate and deliver 10 devices to company for evaluation. Currently awaiting signature of a Space Act and Non-Disclosure Agreement before devices can be sent.

Can be used for both Lunar and Mars Missions
n Replace use of moon as calibration source (provides calibration on demand)
n Calibration source for spectrometers
n Optical source
p Mars Mission – currently being evaluated for robotic mission (2012)
n Characterization of Mars Atmospheric Dust –illumination of dust for characterization with spectrometers.

p Needs to be commercially available
p Needs to be space qualified. Submitted 2 proposals to NASA Electronic Parts and Packaging (NEPP) to space qualify package.
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10. ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTATION (Include copies or list below any pertinent documentation which aids in the understanding or application of the innovation (e.g., articles, contractor reports, engineering specs, assembly/ manufacturing drawings, parts or ingredients list, operating manuals, test data, assembly/manufacturing procedures, etc.).)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TITLE</th>
<th>PAGE</th>
<th>DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LLNL Record of Invention, Gollith &amp; et al paper, NEPP final report</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

11. DEGREE OF TECHNOLOGY SIGNIFICANCE (Which best expresses the degree of technological significance of this innovation?)
- Modification to Existing Technology
- Substantial Advancement in the Art
- Major Breakthrough

12. STATE OF DEVELOPMENT
- Concept Only
- Design
- Prototype
- Modification
- Production Model
- Used in Current Work

13. PATENT STATUS (Prior patent on/or related to this innovation.)
- Application Filed
- Patent Issued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application No.</th>
<th>Issue Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patent No. 10-273-676</td>
<td>08-02-2004</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

14. INDICATE THE DATE OR THE APPROXIMATE TIME PERIOD WHICH THIS INNOVATION WAS DEVELOPED (i.e., conceived, constructed, tested, etc.)

December 2003

15. PREVIOUS OR CONTEMPLATED PUBLICATION OR PUBLIC DISCLOSURE INCLUDING DATES (Provide as applicable: A. – Type of publication or disclosure, e.g., report, conference or seminar, oral presentation; B. – Disclosure by NASA or Contractor/Grantee; and C. – Title, volume no., page no., and date of publication.)

**TTP Proposal and Presentation (2004) Margaret Tuma**

16. QUESTIONS FOR SOFTWARE ONLY

(a) Using non-NASA employees to beta-test the program? □ YES □ NO
(b) Modification of this program continue by civil servant and/or contractual agreement? □ YES □ NO
(c) Copyright registered? □ YES □ NO □ UNKNOWN
(d) Has the latest version been distributed outside of NASA or contractor? □ YES □ NO □ UNKNOWN
(e) Were prior versions distributed outside of NASA or Contractor? □ YES □ NO
(f) Contains or based on code not owned by U.S. Government or its contractors? □ YES □ NO □ UNKNOWN

17. DEVELOPMENT HISTORY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STAGE OF DEVELOPMENT</th>
<th>DATE (MM/YYYY)</th>
<th>LOCATION</th>
<th>IDENTIFY SUPPORTING WITNESSES (NASA in-house only)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. First disclosure to others</td>
<td>12/03</td>
<td>telecon</td>
<td>Margaret Tuma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. First sketch, drawing, logic chart or code</td>
<td>12/03</td>
<td>telecon</td>
<td>Margaret Tuma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. First written description</td>
<td>12/03</td>
<td>email</td>
<td>Margaret Tuma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. Completion of first model of full size device (invention) or beta version (software)</td>
<td>12/03</td>
<td>LLNL</td>
<td>Margaret Tuma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. First successful operational test (invention) or alpha version (software)</td>
<td>12/03</td>
<td>LLNL</td>
<td>Margaret Tuma</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

f. Contribution of innovators (if jointly developed, provide the contribution of each innovator)

Margaret Tuma: Original inventor and part of brainstorm for new invention. Joe Collura: development of filament. Henry: filament fabrication. Mike, Glenn, Chuck, and Barry: initial brainstorming that led to the concept of using a commercial package with windowed lid

g. Indicate any past, present, or contemplated government use of the innovation

18. SIGNATURES OF INNOVATOR(S), WITNESS(ES), AND NASA APPROVAL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPED NAME AND SIGNATURE (Innovator #1)</th>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>TYPED NAME AND SIGNATURE (Innovator #2)</th>
<th>DATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Margaret L. Tuma</td>
<td>9/24/04</td>
<td>Joseph S. Collura</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr. Henry Helvajian</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dr. Michael Pocha</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glenn Meyer</td>
<td></td>
<td>Charles McConaghy and Barry L. Olsen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NASA APPROVED TYPED NAME

SIGNATURE

DATE